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Management Committee Report 

Although we are lucky enough to have a fixed funding contract 

in place with the Ministry of Justice for a few years, and a new 

arrangement with the major New Zealand banks to donate to 

Centres some of the interest they collect from lawyers’ Trust 

Accounts, long term funding at our Centre has always been of 

concern, especially in relation to our staffing and provision of 

legal services. 

It is, therefore, heartening to read the funding of Community 

Law Centres is a priority for the new Coalition Government. 

Our core group of volunteer lawyers and students are central to 

the operations of Community Law Otago, providing practical 

legal advice to the members of the public who seek our services.  

Their input is invaluable, and without them, the Law Centre’s 

capacity for client contract in the community would be severely 

diminished. 

Our new move to the Princes Street premises has been both 

exciting  and challenging in terms of examining and revising how 

we work as a staff and a volunteer force - this will be further 

considered in the months to come as we strive to be as focused 

and efficient as we can be. 

Collaboration and relationships within the Otago community is 

of paramount importance, and we thank those in the Law Faculty 

and the community – funders, advisers, pro bono contributors 

and community groups for their support in helping Community 

Law Otago continue to do the work that it does. 

Thank you to the staff for their unstinting commitment to 

Community Law Otago’s Kaupapa, and the constant reflection of 

practice and systems to enhance the organisation’s reach into 

community to those in need of legal assistance. 

Ngā mihi 

HELEN DAVIDSON 
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Rebekah Mapson - Student 

Advice 
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STAFF 

Caryl O’Connor   

 Managing Solicitor 

Te Hau Moses 

 Maori Community Worker 
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Community Law Otago thanks the following for their support 

Ministry of Justice 

ANZ, ASB, BNZ, TSB & Westpac banks 

Central Otago advice: 

 
Department of Internal Affairs 

NZ Lottery Grants Board 

Law Faculty, University of Otago 

  Dunedin City Council  

  Alexandra Community House Trust 

Cromwell Resource Centre 

Happiness House, Queenstown 

Community Networks, Wanaka 

Citizens Advice Bureau North Otago 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

  

This past year was all about the shift to our new premises.  After 22 years firmly ensconced 

in the building in Filleul Street, the 

office moved to Floor 1, 169 Princes 

Street.  

This was a large undertaking, and 

involved the help of many people. 

Community Law Otago was grateful to 

receive assistance from Lincoln and 

Nick Darling (our new landlords) and 

Simon Hall with his sterling crew made 

short work of the physical shift.  

Wilkinson Rodgers Lawyers left 

furniture for the office, the University 

of Otago Law Faculty gifted chairs, and 

MBIE gifted potted plants.  

A blessing was held, with Koro Hata 

presiding.  Work was interrupted for a 

short period of time, and the 

community and clients adjusted to 

finding our new location pretty quickly. 

A new development this year was the addition of a voluntary team assisting our new 

refugee families with family reunification issues (the RILAS team).  A steep learning curve for 

all involved, and invaluable support was provided by Community Law Wellington and Hutt 

Valley in assisting the team with the new processes.  Mouhannad Taha and Rowland Woods 

Legal also supported this initiative.  

Community Law Otago 

Free legal advice 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Community Law Otago continues to strive to provide legal support in a variety of ways, to 

reach across the Otago community: a mix of media and volunteer clinics, staff travel and 

outreach clinics, and a 0800 phone number assists in maximising coverage.  

Clinics are operated at the premises of Community Law Otago 6 times a week, in a mix of 

lunchtime and evening drop-in times to accommodate client’s other commitments and 

travel arrangements.   

These clinics are staffed by rostered volunteers: any one of 

our 36 volunteer lawyers and seven of our 100+ selected 

law students.  The lawyer guides the student through the 

interviewing process, the legal research; formulating a 

client option plan, clarifying and rehearsing the advice to 

be given to the client. 

 

Client Satisfaction Survey                1 July 2016 to 31 June 2017 

 

 
“Very happy with outcome, pleased with service” 

 

100%

The Community Law Centre 

listened

We Listened

Yes

No

99%

1%

considered all factors

We considered

Yes

No

91%

9%

client understood the 

explanation

Explanation was

understood

Yes

No

96%

4%

the explanation was helpful

explanation

helpful

Yes

No

Monday     5.30 -7.30pm 

Tuesday  12.30-2pm;  

                    5.30 - 7.30pm                                      

Wednesday    5.30 -7.30pm 

Thursday  12.30 -2pm 

Friday   12.30 -2pm 



“I felt it was a very professional service, good listening skills, great advice and provided a 

way to deal with the issue I came in for” 

 

“Very welcoming warm and empathetic. Haven’t used this service before but am most 

impressed. Many thanks.  Thanks B (student).” 

 

Rural outreach 
 

Outreach clinics are operated by appropriately qualified staff, in cooperation with local 

community service providers who provide the premises, the advertising and the local 

knowledge.  

 
The North Otago clinics operate once every 

4 weeks, on a Tuesday morning, through 

the Citizen’s Advice Bureau’s legal advice 

roster - well positioned in Community 

House in the main street of Oamaru.  

The Central Otago clinics operate in 4 

centres throughout the region – in 

Community House in Alexandra, the 

Cromwell Resource Centre, Happiness 

House in Queenstown, and Community 

Networks in Wanaka (as is the funder that 

help enable this service to happen - the                                                                               

Central Lakes Trust). 

The rural outreach is also funded by Community Grants, and the Ministry of Justice.  

The support of the local 

organisations is immeasurable, 

as they enable the physical 

presence of Community Law 

Otago to extend to the far 

reaches of the region.    

The local organisations are 

excellent sources of information about the community; and in raising awareness of issues in 

community that Community Law Otago can monitor, assist with, and formulate solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The clinics are offered on a monthly basis: on the first 

Tuesday / Wednesday combination of the month: 

Tuesday – Alexandra – 11.30-1pm 

Tuesday – Cromwell – 2-3pm 

Wednesday –Queenstown - 9.30-11.30am 

Wednesday – Wanaka – 1- 2.30pm 

Civil

56%
Family

29%

Criminal

8%

Admin. 

Law

7%

Outreach -

Area of Law



 

Otherwise the 0800 phone line is well utilised 

from the region outside the Dunedin City 

calling area.  Phone calls are either taken or 

returned daily by qualified staff.  Email is a 

well utilised communication tool, after initial 

contact has been established with clients. 

Training sessions via digital media have been 

utilised with mixed success.  

                            

 

 

Casework 

 

Clients who meet Community Law Otago’s client eligibility criteria can access support from 

qualified staff in a variety of ways, depending on a client’s own abilities and circumstances. 

 

Prominent issues to the fore over the past year have been: 

• 90 day trial mismanagement, dismissals without warning on day 89;  

• Social housing priorities and criteria causing extreme difficulties for community, as 

those with complex social and legal issues cannot or will not be housed by landlords 

or social housing providers; 

• Exploitation of those on working visas continues unabated;  

• Family matters and the safety of children remains a concern; children being asked to 

participate in situations that no adult would endure;  

• Online information and applications remain a high barrier, many people seeking help 

with various online applications, and finding their way around the internet. 

 

“Wow, I am in awe … the letter you drafted is a work of art.” 

 

“Absolutely fantastic” 

 

“I was in a less “dreadful’ state when I left the office” 

 

Waged

46%unwaged or 

part time

50%

other

4%
Outreach - Income

Consumer

22%

Emplyt.

30%
Debt

17%

Tenancy

9%

Legal 

Entities

2%

Other

14%

Neighbour

6%

Civil category

Phone

53%

Clinic

47%

Outeach - Contact 

method



“I would recommend our service to anyone with any kind of legal problem” 

 

 
 

Services to Maori 
 

Tukua te wairua kia rere ki ngā taumata, 

Hai ārahi i ā tātou mahi, 

Me tā tātou whai i ngā tikanga a rātou mā, 

Kia mau Kia ita, 

Kia kore ai e ngaro, 

Kia pupuri, 

Kia whakamaua, 

Kia tina! Tina! Hui e! Tāiki e! 

WHAIA TE ITI KAHURANGI ME KA TUOHO KOE HE MAUNGATEITEI!   

Pursue your dreams in life, should you bow let it be to a lofty mountain! 

Adult Relationships, 12%

Care of children, 9%

Domestic Violence, 2%

PPPR / Disability, 2%

Employment, 18%

Criminal, 11%

Consumer, 9%

Financial, 8%

Tenancy, 9%

Property, 3%

Legal Entities, 3%

Neighbours, 4%

ACC & Medico Legal, 1%

Govt. & Local Govt., 3%

Welfare, 1%

Human Rights, 1%

Legal System, 1%

Education, 1%

Immigration/Citizenship, 2%

Legal Issues - all services



Embedding tikanga to create a safe pathway working alongside whānau and kaupapa māori 

services supporting whānau who are dealing with the processes of Child Youth & Family and 

Women’s Refuge.  

Alongside Ōtakou Wātene Māori and the ‘Turning of the Tide’ prevention strategy of Ngā 

Pirimana o Aotearoa, tangihana has and continues to be a big part of the role within 

Community Law Otago meeting the needs of whānau hapori awhi mai awhi atu.    

It has been a privilege to be part of Te Roopu Tautoko Ki Te Tonga kaumatua ukulele roopu 

since its inception. The concept of “whakawhanaungatanga” provides a platform in 

strenthening relationships for “a kui a koro ma” within te whānau hapori. Throughout this 

time I have observed strengthening in numbers which demonstrates the core values of awhi 

and manaakitanga. I have noted a strong sense of whānau transformation from whence the 

program began. On observation kaumatua drive the program themselves with little or no 

guidance from kaimahi and are clear about what this means for each whānau member 

within the roopu. It is great to see the introduction of karakia, kaikōrero, te reo māori, 

waiata, mirimiri, kai, ti rakau and poi for exercise purposes. Kaumatua have started to 

attend hui at all marae, namely Ōtākou and Araiteuru. Throughout Matariki celebrations 

Kaumatua have attended events: Marae Idol held at Araiteuru Marae and Matariki 

Kaumatua dinner at Ōtākou Marae. Kaumatua are an intricate part of a yearly event 

Hineraukatauri hosted by Toitū (Otago Settlers Museum). Kaumatua have requested 

ongoing follow up with podiatry therefore there have been 4 visits to clinics wherever they 

may be held or hosted by different māori organisations in whānau hapori. Tumai Ora 

Whānau Services – Kati Huirapa Runaka ki Puketeraki/Kāi Tahu ki Ōtākou Ltd provide a 

number of services, one being podiatry. It has been an honour to have served this roopu 

and each week Community Law Otago “koha” a freshly baked rewana bread as contribution 

to kaumatua weekly whānau kai.  

NA TŌ ROUROU, NA TAKU ROUROU, KA ORA AI TE IWI! 

With your basket and our basket the people will flourish! 

 

Volunteers 
 
Community Law Otago depends upon the work and input of over 100 law student 

volunteers and 36 volunteer lawyers who donate their time and expertise to the legal 

advice, assistance and education services. 



100+ students per year are recruited from third, fourth and fifth year law students to work 

on a shift supervised by a qualified lawyer on a rostered rotation. 

The students interview the clients directly, elicit all relevant information of the issue 

presented, seek the information required to resolve the issue, discuss the options for 

resolution with a qualified lawyer, and deliver this information or advice to the client.  They 

are also required to construct an accurate and concise written record of the interview and 

the advice, for Law Centre records.  On occasion the student may be required to open and 

manage a client file from initial interview to resolution. 

“I am extremely grateful for the compassionate way ‘C’ dealt with my sensitive issue”. 

 

“Everything ‘E’ did was amazing!  We would 100% recommend him. We are very impressed, 

and everything he suggested we do, we did and it worked!” 

 

Therefore the Law Centre provides and facilitates a structured and supervised experiential 

learning programme that enables participating law students to gain valuable experience in 

the following areas: 

- practical client interviewing skills, often with difficult or diffident people 

- applying legal analysis skills, to everyday situations  

- enhancing practical communication skills – written and oral 

- developing an ability to negotiate, or persuade either by letter or orally  

- learning to work cooperatively in a team  

- developing leadership and management skills   

- learning to apply training in ethics, conflict resolution and problem solving in a 

practical way 

- accountability to clients and to the Law Centre. 

  

Some law students make critical decisions regarding their future legal career direction as a 

direct result of their participation in Law Centre activities.  Others continue their 

involvement by either joining our volunteer roster after graduation, or contributing to the 

services of other law centres in other areas. 

“Was all good and professional – Y (student) was the bomb” 

“Questions answered in a way so they were clearly understood. All relevant  

matters pointed out. Not rushed to get through paper work. Excellent.” 

 

Students can also choose to participate in the delivery of our community education 

programme – tailoring legal education talks to capture the attention and imagination of 

community groups, training groups and school pupils, and learn skills in presentation and 

clear communication. 

“Awesome help and service” 



Volunteer lawyers 
 

The 36 volunteer lawyers are the backbone of the student advice service.  They provide the 

expertise, oversight and quality control.  They encourage research skills, legal analysis and 

reasoning, facilitate discussion, ask questions to challenge and support, and offer a variety 

of opinions and approaches.  The Law Centre provides a place for them to share their 

knowledge, and experience, maintain contact with the law students – and scout for new 

recruits! 

   

The lawyers comment on the wide range of legal issues that come through the Law Centre’s 

door, and observe that they may not have the opportunity within their own practice to 

contribute to the kind of issues that appear at the Law Centre. 

 
 

Other volunteer work 
 
Employment case work, from first letter raising a personal grievance to negotiating a 

settlement or attending mediation; other regular case work relating to the negotiation and 

settlement of other disputes are offered as options for participation. 

The Student Advice volunteers on our Management Committee are the ‘eyes and ears’ of 

the student volunteers, and provide a conduit for feedback to the wider organisation at 

operational and governance level, and support the work of the advice volunteers. Thank you 

to Rebekah Mapson, Brylee Sawyer and Katherine Neville-Lamb for taking on this role.  

Training opportunities this year included – client interviewing; legal letter writing; dealing 

with reporting of sexual assault and abuse; practicalities of legal practice and dealing with 

difficult clients. 

 

RILAS Otago (Refugee Legal Information & advice Service) 

 

The project began with Maddy Pears' inspiration and hard work in October 2016. 

Maddy established a supportive relationship with Wellington community Law Centre 

(WCLC), set up a resource base for volunteers and interviewed RILAS's first clients.  Kalyani 

Dixit and Brylee Sawyer began working with Maddy at the end of 2016, interviewing clients 

with Maddy.  Kalyani spent the University summer in Wellington volunteering with the 

Community Law Wellington and Hutt Valley RILAS team, working under 

their supervising lawyer Megan Williams.  This experience forged a strong and supportive 



relationship between the law centres, with Megan coming on as the supervisor of RILAS 

Otago in 2017, and provided RILAS CLO with a knowledge and experience base that was 

invaluable to the infant service.  Kalyani and Brylee began 2017 as RILAS Otago 

coordinators. 

 
When the Otago University semester began in 2017, Community Law Otago added the 

opportunity to become involved with RILAS Otago to its recruitment campaign. Senior law 

students who would manage and meet with clients, and work through the options and 

processes available to the client, and help them through whichever process applied to their 

circumstances.  This quickly became a massive commitment for the individuals who took it 

on, giving up their time once a fortnight - which quickly changed into weekly 

volunteering for many, all of whom were also doing regular advice shifts with CLO on top of 

this. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

All of our student volunteers took on intense and emotional case-loads which they handled 

with professionalism and maturity.  We are proud of how they have developed and are 

excited to see the next thing that these community minded, high achievers put their minds 

to.  
 
In July 2017 the RILAS CLO coordinators became paid staff of CLO for a small number of 

hours.  This was an exciting development for RILAS Otago, establishing it as a going concern 

for the Otago community, and we look forward to its continuation on a stable basis for the 

future.  

 

The casework for RILAS Otago has snowballed to over 30 clients in 2017, with the hope for 

future applications to INZ pending and to be dealt with over the coming year.  

 
One of our case managers, Phoebe, is set to join Ruby as coordinator for RILAS Otago over 

the coming year, with a focus on developing resources to support the new recruits, and 

stabilizing interpretation services 

 

NB: In September 2017 Kalyani stepped down from her role in order to complete 

her Honours dissertation and case manager Ruby became one of RILAS Otago new 

RILAS Otago wishes to thank the hard work of: Ruby van Boheemen, Jared 

Papps, Jemma Faure, Lucy McKenzie, Leandra Fiennes, Bayden Harris, 

Phoebe Clifford, Yaser Rezaee, Kade Cory-Wright, Sarah Lister Hannah Riley, 

Miriam Jenkins, Sophie Ironside, Brie Piggott and Jamie Laing.  

 

With a special mention to Kade for taking on the role of funding manager of RILAS 

Otago, the highlight of which was a successful Quiz night event that raised much 

needed funds for RILAS Otago as well as raising the profile of the service within 

the Dunedin community. 



coordinators. However Kalyani struggled to leave the cases behind, as our first 

successful family reunification application developed into a difficult situation to 

resolve.   A client's 17 year old son was to be brought over from Syria, where he was 

about to be conscripted into the army against his will.  After a tense few days, the 

son landed in Auckland where he was reunited with his mother and younger 

brother.  

 

Volunteer Management Committee 

Our governing body works hard to keep the operations, policies, practices and processes are 

in place to ensure the work of Community Law Otago is true to kaupapa, and of best 

practice standard. They are on hand to give advice and guidance, attend meetings as 

representatives and maintain contacts within the wider community to strategise and review 

resources and expenditure to create the best response to the community’s unmet legal 

needs that Community Law Otago can provide.  Thank you particularly to Helen Davidson, 

Barry Allan, Aran Bailey and Carol Jess for fielding the requests, providing information and 

being available to the level required to assist with this work.  

 

 

Community groups 

Community Law Otago Law frequently advise and assist with the formulation, incorporation 

and registration of new charitable legal entities.  Less fortunately we are also called upon to 

assist with dispute resolution within, and finally dissolution of some charitable legal entities 

as well.  

Many changes have come to the sector over recent times relating to definition of charitable 

activities, annual reporting requirements, accounting requirements, constitutional 

requirements and composition of both rules and trust deeds. These changes are ongoing in 

nature, and can be demanding and bewildering to a volunteer body.  Over 100 groups have 

contacted Community Law Otago in the past year seeking assistance with these issues. 



 

Legal Education 
 
Community education empowers people with information about the law to ensure they are 

aware of their rights and responsibilities, before issues arise. Our legal talks allows us to 

network in the community and establish legal need, as well as provide valuable legal 

resources to those who need it most. Community Law Otago works with community 

organisations to identify topics that are relevant to our audiences.  This year, with the help 

of around 30 volunteers, we delivered 54 talks on a range of topics and to a range of 

organisations.   

We delivered talks to schools, residential colleges, 

tertiary education providers, social workers, new 

migrant and refugee groups, parenting groups, the 

Salvation Army, public library sessions, and many 

other Otago social service providers (Including 

Central Otago). 

 

 

 

The feedback we receive emphasises the value of our education talks.  Our audiences 

frequently respond that they are more knowledgeable about the law. 

“Very thankful for this information and training.” 

“Learnt relevant stuff. Welcoming environment.” 

“Very useful – explained process well.” 

“Information really current. Easy to understand examples given to explain things.” 

“Super helpful!! Always good to hear about the law.” 

 

Talks 

13 tenancy law talks 

10 family/wills talks 

9 access to justice/legal system talks 

5 employment law talks 

5 consumer talks 

3 police powers talks 

2 health and safety talks 

2 welfare talks 

1 privacy talk 

1 criminal justice talk 

1 incorporated society talk 

1 Mental Health Act talk 

1 bylaws talk 



Part of our Legal Education programme is a weekly 

segment on Otago Access Radio, where we discuss a 

range of legal issues.  Topics this year have included:  

• Pet ownership   

• Street racing 

• Solitary confinement 

• Work-place bullying 

• Foster parents 

• Equal Pay 

• Bias in the law 

• Parental leave    

• Break entitlements at work 

• Delegated legislation  

• Harmful Digital Communications Act 

• Liquor ban areas  

• Ending a tenancy 

• Door-to-door salespeople 

• Voting 

• Shared driveways 

• Unjustified dismissal 

• Domestic Violence Victims’ Protection Bill 

• Car parks and fines 

• Care of Children Act 

• Mergers 

• Drug laws 

• Beaches and bylaws 

• Residential Tenancies Amendment Bill  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Education Volunteers 

Alicia McCabe 

Amber Pemberton 

Ashleigh Mitchell 

Brooke Nehoff 

Clara Sinclair 

Chelsea Gorton 

Danielle Reddecliffe 

Eli Te Aati Toeke 

Ella Snedden 

Emily White 

Emma Gough 

Emma Loveard 

James David Waugh 

Jared Patrick Papps 

Jennifer Anne Francis 

Katherine Neville-Lamb 

Lakin Wilton 

Libby Waalkens 

Lucy King 

Matt Weaver 

Monica Lachica Green 

Monique Marie Fisher 

Rachael Hodge 

Rebecca Simms 

Rebekah Mapson 

Samuel McEnhill 

Sarah Lister 

Simon Peirce 

Sophie Louise Gow 

Tamara Wimsett 

Taoran 

Yaser Rezaee 



Supervising Lawyers 
 

Janet Ashcroft 

Rebecca Barton 

Jo Bates 

Alexandra Bligh 

Lenore Brady 

Isabella Broadbent 

Melinda Broek 

Allie Cunninghame 

Cilla Dickinson 

Catherine Donaldson 

Debbie Ericsson 

Val Farrow 

Louise Garthwaite 

Brett Gray 

Henry Hambleton 

Karen Hanna 

Rhonda Harris 

Adam Keith 

Katie Lane 

Jock Lawrie 

 

Nathan Laws  

Ann Leonard 

Chris Lynch 

Stephen McAuslin 

Sally McMillan 

Simon Milne 

Ben Nevell 

Dani Nicolson 

Craig Paddon 

Lauren Pegg 

Jay Pierce 

Adriana Pinnock 

Marcelo Rodriguez Ferrere 

Stephanie Rose 

Paul Roth 

Milton Sperring 

Werner van Harselaar 

Tammy Whelan 

Max Winders 

Donna Wingham

Law Students 

Abbey Mennie 
Alicia McCabe  
Alphonso Miguel Umali Sales 
Alyssa Kennedy  
Amanda Short 
Amber Pemberton  
Angus Hancock 
Anna Linton-Kennedy 
Annie Withington 
Ashleigh Mitchell 
Bayden Harris 
Benjamin Baker  
Bradley Spence 
Brie Piggott  
Brooke Nehoff 
Caitlin Kearney 
Camille Wrightson  
Charlie Hantler 
Chelsea Gorton  
Chulachek (Junior) 
Soonthornsaratul 
Clara Sinclair 
Claudia Harnett 
Claudia Davison 
Danielle Reddecliffe 
Eli Te Aati Toeke  
Ella Smith 

Ella Borrie 
Emily White 
Gareth Stone 
George Hellriegel 
Georgia Bellett 
Hannah Mills 
Hannah Riley 
Harry Kirkwood 
Helen Baker 
Helena Page  
Hoyoun Lee 
Injy Johnstone 
Isabella Moore 
Isabella Senior 
Jacinta Grant 
Jack Harper 
Jack Shelford Trevella 
Jacob Manera  
Jaime Laing 
James David Waugh 
James McArthur 
Jared Patrick Papps 
Jazmine Noelle Cassidy 
Jemma Faure 
Jennifer Anne Francis 
Jessica Hayes  
John Lee 



Jonathan Paul Logan 
Julie Everett-Hincks 
Kade Cory-Wright 
Karlena Lawrence 
Katherine Lee  
Katherine Neville-Lamb 
Kirsty Dibley 
Lakin Wilton 
Leandra Fiennes 
Lee van der Lem 
Libby Waalkens 
Lucy King 
Lucy McKenzie  
Luke Robertson 
Mario Thorne 
Mary Elizabeth Binns Wilson 
Matt Weaver 
Mathew Barnett 
Meg Buddle 
Miriam Jenkins 
Monica Lachica Green 
Monique Climo 
Natalia Dowrick  
Natalie Fraser-Jones 
Nera Tautau 
Owen Wilkinson 
Phoebe Helena Marianne Clifford 
Rachael Hodge  
Rebecca Crawford 
Rebeka Kiwara 
Rebekah Mapson  
Ruby van Boheemen 
Samuel Jonathon Becroft 
Samuel McEnhill 
Sarah Lister 
Sean Gamble 
Simon Peirce 
Siobhan McArthur  
Sophie Aitken 
Sophie Ironside  
Stephanie Knowler 
Tamara Wimsett 
Taylor Marsh 
Tiana Frittelli 
Yaser Rezaee 
Yasmin Khan 

                                                                                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                             

 






























